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Abstract: The manual helps work applicants to tailor the career hunt to their needs. It increases their awareness of the mission through the appropriate amount. The key advantages are somewhat accessible and economical in utilizing electronic job platforms. Candidates can upload their CVs (Curriculum Vitae) to all areas free of charge and search jobs. However, certain services are necessary to improve the work profile, such as resume building and visibility services. It intended to provide end users/clients with a platform to obtain tremendous opportunities such as Job to Talent, Talent to Job, and Similar Talent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This study begins with the brief description on job portal enhancement followed by using natural language processing and by the prominent features of the tool. This provides the guidelines to job seekers and system features to track and manage exact search results. It improves the existing job search algorithm for talent by newest, best match, location, and job title. It has new and existing job skills and enhances parsing CV, get data in a meaningful way and to extract data such as skills, experience, education, social information and certification if any through machine learning techniques Natural Language Processing (NLP) [1]. While new talent (skills/keywords) or any talent profile updated every time. The process will set to scan the entire talent information and get all keywords related to job or matching algorithm [3]. The process is to finding the related keyword’s generator-use to generate related job titles, skills and CV parsing for extracting data from resume.

As a job portal there are different types of portal available like alumni web portals [8], e-commerce web portals, sale support portals [9]. In all the portals there are different information are available and that information should be process in very efficient and secure manner. Sales or e-commerce portals need to provide security like authentication [10], integrity, confidentiality and must implemented cryptographic algorithms for maintaining information privacy, security among the users.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Natural language processing (NLP) is the development of human language applications and services [1]. With the NLP, developers can organize and structure their expertise to carry out tasks such as automated summary, translation, recognition of entities, relationship removal, feelings analysis [5], speech recognition, and the segmentation of the topic. NLP used for text analyses to allow computers to understand how people communicate. This interaction of human-computers enables real-world applications like automatic resuming text, sentiment analysis, extraction of subject matter, identified entities, speaking components, extraction of relationships, stemming, etc. NLP (Natural Language Processing) also used for the mining of documents, computer translations, and automatic answering queries.

Natural language tool kit (NLTK) is one of the leading forums for the development of human language data programs for Python [2]. It offers simple to use interfaces for over 50 companies and a collection of text libraries to define, tokenize, start, identify, decode, and procedural reasoning, NLP digital database wrappers, and an engaging platform for debate [2].

Where fishing, searching for work or seeking employment are activities of career quest because of homelessness, sub-employment, dissatisfaction, or the desire for a better career [4]. This is a forum which joins employers and job seekers in fulfilling their aims and demands. Recruiters are searching for the best applicant to perform the workload effectively with the required training. On the other side, work-seekers
want a position with which expertise and experience will use to grow their future. The easiest way to find the right applicant is to submit work applications to job portals. Nonetheless, it is indispensable to pick the correct app.

We are aware that the work portal plays a significant part in bridging the gap between the recruiters and the job seekers, especially in the current scenario. Qualified job seekers seeking a place where their abilities and know-how in the professional sector can be applied. On the other side, employers often look for applicants with the required capabilities, skills, and productivity to serve the position. In other words, it is the platform where new or experienced job seekers and employers meet each other's demands.

Through making and uploading resume writing services appropriately, professional job portals have more excellent performance and satisfaction. This continually provides work applicants with warnings. This is more necessary to pick the right work site as it will not produce a protected employment vacancy.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. DATA COLLECTION

The definition of the dataset includes two separate modules that define each dataset. The right choice for data collection is to lead the recruiter to the conclusion. It's swift. Customize the overview by taking the correct duties out of the definitions below and add the accomplishments. By that scenario, you will recruit faster.

- Creates a good overview when handing on the assignments performed when experts.
- Choose from thousands of activities utilized by leading organizations to handle their jobs.
- Customize a resume by choosing a text that better fits the work to be submitted.

![Fig. 1. Data Flow Diagram (DFD)](image1)

![Fig. 2. Resume Data](image2)

B. COLLECTING DATA FOR KEYWORD PARSING

Optimize the keywords for the application is not as easy as loading the form with industry-specific knowledge and jargon. It's just modifying the terms to suit the job requirement in a list. I probably have a lot of awareness of Adobe Creative Cloud and Adobe software bundle, which contains norms like Photoshop and Illustrator when it comes to graphic design. However, only "Adobe Creative Suite" is listed in the job description. If "Adobe Creative Cloud" is on a curriculum vitae, but the employers search for "Adobe Creative Package" in the Application Tracking System (ATS), the outcome can be omitted even though it has the same skillfulness [6] collection. In this case, the resume keyword is modified to "Adobe Creative Package" to optimize Adobe experience.
a. Extracting Text From Doc And Docx:
Resumes have no set file structure and can be stored in any file format like .pdf or .doc or .docx. The most significant difficulty is to interpret and translate the curriculum vitae into plain text. Two Python modules are required to do this: pdfminer and doc2text. This software will also remove txt from .pdf and .doc, and the formats for .docx files.

b. Extracting Name
The best solution is to use regular expressions when extracting names from curricula. Nonetheless, it utilizes a more sophisticated method named SpaCy. Spacy is a natural language processing platform with industrial strength used for document and language analysis. Spacy has a pre-trained interface for recognition, sorting, and description of individuals. The key slogan is to remove names from the Agency Identification.

c. Extracting Phone Numbers and mail id’s
It uses regular expressions to extract telephone numbers and e-mails. Pandas an open-source library to manipulate data in Python. The library of Panda built over Numpy, so Pandas has to operate Numpy. Pandas offer an easy way of creating, manipulating, and displaying data. A panda is also a stylish time series solution. It will use the panda module to read the CSV file once the file has read.

C. DATA PROCESSING
Data pre-processing [7] applies to transformations that performed before they loaded into the algorithm. Pre-processing of data is a technique used to turn the raw data into a clean collection of data.

D. DATA PREPROCESSING
A keyword-based CV parser uses the words, phrases, and simple patterns to identify and find understandable heuristic algorithms around these words in the text of the CV / Resume. Keyword extraction consists of extracting in a document the most relevant words and phrases. It contributes to summarize the contents of a text and to recognize the main issues under discussion.

NLTK is the natural language toolkit literally. The main slogan of this article will learn to tokenize data (words and phrases). All stop-words must discard. It will load a whole list of stop words with the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) module and then delete them from the resume file.

Fast Text is a library created by the Face book AI Research Laboratory to learn word embedding
and text classification. This model establishes a learning algorithm for vector representations for terms that is unattained or supervised.

Fig. 6. Preprocessed the Skills

IV. CONCLUSION

The Career creation platform for the Natural language processing project is to monitor the work for the sectors that will help identify the best job seeker and the best job applicant. Below is a comprehensive description of the work of NLTK. The online recruitment project’s main goal is to keep records of jobs. The recruiter of the organization must submit the vacancies with full area particulars, like technology, skills [6], date of interview, and other relevant details. When a recruiter applied jobs to the database, a customer (work-seeker) can view the work as a front-end user can apply for the job and mail a recruiter or company. The company will now also pick the correct candidate according to the tests, sending the employee an interview mail. An admin is part of the job forum for recruiters and users.
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